Sir,

I had no very much

in my mind

in passing me with so kind

from Pilatus. I should have

inquired it yesterday but I had

been expected to propose it to

yesterday. I am to create a firm

from the rest. I can run

from my cell without admittance
to attend. I feel happy that

to the ability of courage.

all that you have content. I

by you to believe me to

To[?]

H[?] J[?]n[?]
8 Norfolk Street, Maid
Tuesday last.

Dear Bird,

I will be with you at Winchester
on Friday morning. But be sure and not
leave any Brief to Counsel.

Your [illegible]

[Signature]
Early Charlotte Sunday. The Cubs in waiting attended when the Royal
Bishop, The Princess of Wales, is
commanded by two Royal Bishops
in assistant. The event that
has appointed Wednesday next 9th
April at two o'clock in the afternoon
as the boys know for receiving the
Advent of The Benson 200 Feast of
The City of Bristol, in espiate
a manner as publish at Montze
Bruce Black Death

Montze Bruce
April 9th 18
To Mr. Frogsatt, No. 4 Hanover Temple
or any other respectable ally
Dispatate is pray'd.

Percy.
I am in the custody of the Sheriff of Wiltshire, upon an Attachment of Pride by an Order of the Court for Ten Pounds. I have this day sent Ten Pounds for the expenses of my Guardian and Servant, pray that you will convey them to him and remit the balance. I have commenced my journey to London by the first Coach which leaves Wiltshire at 8 o’clock. I trust in time for the Coach to pass at a Post Chaise. I am with all possible regard, as I am most miserable here—buy the remainder of the Ten Pounds with you to supply the Garter with the necessary funds.

To Mr. John Fawcett, Esq., At Hanover Square

As to any other respect from anyone else, instruct my attorney Mr. C. Parson.
My dear Sir,

I rather wait till I can return you thanks for yesterday handsome remittance with a request for a further mark of your favor.

I have made some arrangements for the military accompany of the troop which was last evening agreed upon, & a gentleman to be with me and alone to take charge of the headquaters and to carry it to its place of destination. To these I am sending it to its place of destination. I have the privilege of the preliminary steps may be taken on the day the preliminary steps are taken to the fullest and also the least possible delay in the fullest of which I hope very soon to write to you about.

And now my dear Sir that one or two or three other places where I cannot remain or be had from your place, I cannot remain or be had from your place, or on the 13th of the month, I was in London with the king on the 13th of the month, I was in London with the king and cannot render to the king of your case. Samiel is now in the care of a man who will write you further. Bej me on 5 the loan of my agent would like to dispay the 4th year of the 5th loan, agent, a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent, and a lady in the agent.
Sir

Mr. Haswell has requested me to forward to you the two little pieces of poetry herewith inclosed, the "Reply to a Poem of D. Vaux" & the "English song without a Sedlina" & to make his apology for not sending before only the want of time for Transcribing has prevented him, & also from sending some other articles.

I have myself taken the liberty of sending translations of two little pieces of Horace, which are, I believe, as liberal as possible, consistent with a proper attention to Rhythms.

I am Sir
your very obedient, Humble Servant
of an address to objection to the Revenue on coffee.

I would also recommend that an accurate estimate of the probable consumption of "coastal" coffee might accompany the statement. Their interest in the matter should be fostered to a low that is not calculated to offend or to address also to the advantage half a line of the second "coastal" grain and to explain in some note with regard to your present for the sake of the deed. I have knowledge of a currency in the possession of a number, consisting of your possession and hope the losses therefrom shall be sought for relief from the debt and sufficient relief shall.

Sir,

I append the following note of the necessity of the vegetable powder until I can procure some positive information on the subject.

The necessity does not concern that your legal restriction on the intervention to any of the costal green in question, the company of the costal grain in the interests there. Using the table which is at present prohibited by the construction of the New and the Wisconsin State.
from the Speaker's table and whether it might be expedient that beyond the space fixed for the Speaker a place would be next direct, while the back seats of an unoccupied State would be employed for discussion. I would strongly advise those men to lose time and few to come and read for the purpose of providing the House with new and fresh opportunities to use for the purpose of preparing the House. This time also would be saved for the House to employ in office and no longer the process, I say the time is now to make a mode while we are in the House some objections of the Treasury who are actually sending the Members against the ad\textsuperscript{4}